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S N
1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objective

N€

% The purpose of the effort discussed in this report was'to investigate

concepts for laser-controlled optics via near-resonance nonlinear dispersion, so

that a laser-induced index grating which is capable of high power laser beam

combining might be produced and demonstrated.

1.2 Background

7-. The principle of coherent addition of several input laser beams into one

output beam had been demonstrated by the use of binary phase gratings.
1 1

Properly shaped phase gratings had been etched onto a solid surface, estab-

lishing that multiple laser beams can be combined into a single beam with good

conversion efficiency.

For high power beams, the limited damage thresholds and maximum permissible

thermal loading of solid state devices encouraged a search for more satisfactory

working media. Gases and plasmas appeared to offer better solutions as working

media. It had been predicted that two laser fields of differing wavelengths

*interacting with a collision-dominated atomic or molecular system with three

effective energy levels could influence one another in a nonreciprocal manner;

the creation of and interaction with a grating via near-resonance nonlinear

dispersion thus should provide a method for low power laser beams to create a

grating in which other beams combined to form a high power beam.
2 ,3

With these basic concepts in mind, we proposed to investigate the

feasibility of using overlapping laser beams to write a grating or thick

hologram in the index of refraction of a gas or plasma with a weak beam under

such conditions that the grating would not be destroyed by the beams the grating

was designed to deflect; to find media in which this could be accomplished for

laser wavelengths of interest; and to undertake proof-of-principle and

'. exploratory experiments on promising systems.

II
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The key technical issues which were addressed can be expressed as two

simple questions: (1) can a grating appropriate for beam combining be made in a

gaseous medium, and (2) can high power beams really be controlled by lower power

beams using near-resonance nonlinear dispersion?

%
This report reviews the results of the technical effort expended from 28

December 1986 to 31 March 1988. The report is organized so that the results of -0

the proposed tasks are presented each in its own subsection under 2.0 - Techni- %

cal Discussion and Results. Section 3.0 is a summary and Section 4.0 makes V

recommendations for future work.
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2.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

2.1 Task I - Identification of candidate media for beam combining

V Preliminary investigations were undertaken in search of a candidate which

would be appropriate for successful proof-of-principlz demonstrations. The

qrequirements placed on the candidate material were that it have a three level

configuration with dipole-allowed transitions near available laser frequencies,

and that there exist a sufficient amount of technical information detailing

specific spectroscopic data and anharmonicity constants. A survey of the

literature revealed one promising candidate almost immediately: sulfur hexa- 0

fluoride (SF6 ). It was decided that this medium was suitable for purposes of
-,

proof-of-principle experiments; it was selected with the idea that the

literature would continue to be examined for other candidates which might prove

to be better materials for scale-up. Appropriate constants and spectroscopic 0

data pertinent to SF6 were obtained from the literature for use in a computer

code designed to calculate near-resonance nonlinear dispersion relations.

The reasons for choosing SF6 were as follows: first, the properties of SF6

are reasonably well known and there is a large body of scientific literature to

support most work done with this material. Furthermore, the frequencies of the

two dipole-allowed transitions of SF6 , the v4 and v3 modes, have frequencies of

3 615cm- I and 948cm - l respectively, which are near lines from CF4 and CO2 lasers. S

In the SF6 three level system, the CO2 laser is used as the probe or high power

laser and the CF4 is used as the pump or control laser. Both of these laser

sources are readily available or can be made easily, so calculations based on

their spectroscopic properties could begin at once using SF6 as the nonlinear

material.

* Investigations have shown at least two other promising materials: 1,1,1-

trifluoroethane (Figure 2.1.1) with frequencies at 967cm - I for the CH3 rocking

and 3035cm - l for the CH stretching bond which overlaps the P(13) and P(18) lines

from an HF laser, and methyl fluoride (Figure 2.1.2) with frequencies at

1048cm - l for the CF stretching bond lying within the 9.4cm sideband of CO2 and

2916cm -1 and 2998-1 for the CH stretching bond which may have an overlap with an

N2 or HF laser. Both of these materials were discarded for the initial tests

-3-
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because of their toxicity for which extra precautions and safety devices would

have been needed in the lab. In contrast, SF6 is stable and unreactive, and

although it is an asphyxiant, a simple ventilation system is adequate for safe S

operation.

An existing code evaluated dispersion relations for a three level system,

q including the effects of saturation by the pump radiation field, when either the

probing or pumping field was increased in strength or shifted in frequency. A

slight modification of this code was necessary in order to examine the effects

of a spatially varying incident radiation field. Essentially, the code solved

the steady state density matrix equation for each grid point, with different

grid points having different strengths of the pumping field. The result was a

profile of the index of refraction as seen by the probe radiation field. With

this tool and proper spectroscopic data obtained from the literature, it was

possible for an experiment to be designed for the project.

2.2 Task 2 - Determination of the grating profile

M In October 1986, in anticipation of beginning this project, LTV acquired a

copy of the computer programs known as the Omega codes. 4  These programs were

written for use on a CTSS Cray, but will function in a satisfactory manner on a

VAX 11/780 or 8650 with only minor modifications dealing with input and output

3 statements.

The main program calculates the diffracted orders, the angle of

diffraction, the efficiency of the orders, and the sum of the efficiencies for

gratings having finite or infinite conductivity, arbitrary groove shape, covered

or not by an arbitrary number of dielectric layers. TE or TM polarization may

be treated by the program. The material interfaces may be plane or modulated;

- if the latter, the modulated interfaces may interpenetrate. The program

restricts the ratio of wavelength to groove spacing to A/d > 0.2 for all cases.

The auxiliary programs (1) generate input files for the main program, (2)

calculate Fourier coefficients for any grating profile consisting of connecting

straight lines, and (3) provide input for a plotting routine to graph

diffraction efficiency vs angle of incidence for the order range -3 to +3.

-6- II
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These programs, although sophisticated and powerful, were not suitable for

our application because they do not readily adapt to the case of a grating which

consists only of an index variation in the planes parallel to the grating

surfaces. Consequently we elected not to pursue modification of these codes

which were developed for other purposes, but to develop our own formalism for

direct application to our specific problems.

Therefore, work began on codes to examine the effects of diffraction

gratings on coherent radiation fields. Much work had already been done on

coupled wave theory for thick transmission gratings, which we used as the basis

for our work. The grating formalism here relies heavily on that developed by

- Gaylord and coworkers. 5 - 9 The code to examine this formalism in context of our

problem was the first significant portion of Task 2. From the formalism

previously developed, it was necessary to include the effects of absorption and

polarization of the incident field into a single comprehensive code. At present 0

the code remains in two independent parts, one for each of the orthogonal

incident linear polarizations, E-mode and H-mode.

With this simple model representing the effect of a diffraction grating on

the radiation field present in our problem, it was possible to begin the

conceptual design phase of the project. It became quite clear that a simple

grating configuration would contribute to the successful operation of the proof-

q of-principle experiments. A simple grating would be relatively insensitive to

the thickness of the grating, moderately insensitive to the relative intensities

of the pump and probe fields, and insensitive to other complicating factors such

as gaussian beam profiles, self-diffraction, and laser beam depletion effects.

After preliminary investigations to fairliarize us to the workings of the code,

a grating profile which would combine two probe beams was selected. In

addition, combining only two beams requires a reasonably simple experimental

: apparatus which allows a single beam to be split by a beam splitter and

subsequently recombined by the diffraction grating with only the absorption

losses inherent to SF6. Since the thick grating, or holographic, regime is

being employed, there exists an extreme phase sensitivity of the output field to

the incident phases and incident angles of the laser beams to be combined. To

minimize the effect of this phase sensitivity, which becomes more delicate with

an increasing number of incident fields, it was necessary to devise the simplest

-7-



grating possible, that which combined only two laser beams. Furthermore, since

the most efficient gratings were ortes in which the profile followed some

previously explored and well-defined curves such as a sinusoidal curve, and

since SF6 exhibits a nonlinearity based on the intensity of the incident fields,

a grating profile with a cos 2 dependence seemed the most logical. This

dependence can be reduced to a simple sinusoidal dependence by use of the

trigonometric identities. Hence, the nonlinearity of the medium and the

excellent efficiency of the sinusoidal grating mesh neatly in this design. This

grating can be created by propagating two plane wave pump fields at equal angles

"- from the left and right sides of the outward pointing surface normal. Hence,

the two laser beams with the proper relative phase overlap in the medium and

create a sinusoidal grating of intensity dependent nonlinearity. "

Ow With the grating thus established, it was possible to examine the effect of

the grating on the diffractio" of a single input field to determine the relative

strengths and phases of the output fields. Armed with this data, the system %

would be "turned around" so that the output fields become the input fields and

the input field becomes the desired result. Theoretically, the only change that

need be made in order to achieve this result is that the direction of

propagation of all of the probe fields in the calculation be reversed. For

beams with linear polarizations, this reversal of direction does not really pose

much difficulty. For linear plane waves it poses no problems. However, fot the

reversed propagation case, a different set of computer codes was generated.

The computer codes to examine the details of laser beam combination in the

reversed propagation or combining geometry were written in a slightly more

general form than their forward propagation counterparts. These new versions of

the propagation codes allowed for all of the effects present in the diffraction

version of the codes, and also provided for variations in the relative phases of

the input fields and variations in the angle of incidence of any one of the

incident fields. Thus it was possible to examine the phase sensitivity of the

system, demonstrating that the system was quite sensitive to the angle of

incidence (maximum efficiency is halved when one incident beam deviates from the

proper Bragg angle by more than 3 arcminutes), but only moderately sensitive to

the relative phase of the beams (maximum efficiency is halved when the relative

phase is modified by an additional phase factor m/4). Converting the latter



figure into more useful units, if the wavelength of the beam is 10.55 pm, a

phase shift of v/4 amounts to a wavelength shift of 1/8 which is 1.32 Pm.

Hence, vibrations in the system need to be restricted to amplitudes much less 0

than 1.32 pm.

2.3 Task 3 - Analysis of beam interaction

The simple model presented above is adequate for an introductory analysis

and understanding of the basic principles involved, as well as providing a solid

foundation for the initial work in grating design; however, real systems are

?7 always more complicated. The previous model does not take into account any of 0

the more detailed effects such as beams of noninfinite extent and gaussian

profiles, and makes some assumptions which are only partially fulfilled.

Inherent to the previous work is the infinite grating approximation. S

Gaylord and coworkers use this assumption and no attempt is made to develop a

diffraction system in which the infinite grating approximation is not used.

This occurs because deviation from this assumption leads to higher order

aevanescent waves in the analysis, which would hinder one's ability to use a

simple, nonintensive numerical solution technique. An infinite grating is not
present in the experimental set-up. Incident plane waves of infinite extent

were assumed in our previous work to make progress in the initial analysis of

n the system. Changing the model to include a gaussian profile is difficult since

a gaussian beam contains a distribution of propagation vectors, each of which %

sees a slightly different version of the diffraction grating and will be N

diffracted accordingly. Gaussian wave fronts are present on each of the

incident laser beams.

Saturation of the medium by the pump fields leads to a significant

deviation of the grating profile from the ideal sinusoidal; a nonsinusoidal

grating introduces higher order propagating or evanescent waves into the system.

Small perturbations of the grating profile can be tolerated since the additional

* -frequencies present in a Fourier analysis of the modified grating profile are

* .. much larger than the number of waves present in the system. The nth Fourier

component of the grating profile connects waves which are n waves apart. For S

- example, the second Fourier component connects the 0 and +2 order waves, the -1

-9-
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and +1 order waves, 0 and -2 order waves, etc. In the simple system where only

two incident waves are being combined and only four inc: -t fields are allowed

to propagate, the highest Fourier component necessary is the third one. Hence, 0

any components to the grating profile with a frequency greater than the third

harmonic really can be excluded. The strength of the grating resulting from

such deviations will, however, be somewhat smaller, thereby altering the

effective thickness through which the beams must propagate for maximum S

combination to occur. Saturation effects may allow for more ingenious grating

1 Iconfigurations which are not really sensitive to pump beam intensities but which

combine several beams. Saturation effects are included in the analysis, but are

avoided as an unnecessary complicating factor at present. Saturation may be

present in the experiment. '-

It has been possible to make considerable progress using only a rudimentary

model for the interaction between the pump and probe laser fields. For further

work to be accomplished, more rigorous calculations with a more detailed

computer code requiring a new method of solution must be developed. There is a

need to include the factors mentioned above in a more fundamental fashion as

well as including the effects due to the introduction of a buffer gas and

thermal dissipation with the grating cell. Also, decay of the grating in time,

pump and probe laser depletion, perturbations of the nonlinear medium from the

steady state, use of non-steady state effects to assist in the combination, N

changes in the detunings of the lasers to provide lower or greater abserption,

and gratings using all three dimensions should be treated.

2.4 Task 4 - Proof-of-principle experiments

2.4.1 Preliminary trials

The original plan for beam combining was to use sulfur hexafluoride (SF 6 )

as the medium for demonstration, to use IOP(16) carbon dioxide laser radiation

for one wavelength (the pump) and either IOP(18) or lOP(14) as the probe wave-

length. A cell with 7.5 cm diameter ZnSe windows spaced 1.57 cm apart was

fabricated to serve as the interaction region. Partial pressures of SF6 and a

buffer gas could be independently regulated.

%

1A
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A simple experiment was run to attempt the observation of a grating in SF6.

The pump and probe lasers were RF-excited waveguide CO2 lasers with cw output.

The power range was roughly 1-5W TEMoo and the output beams were expanded to

about 1 cm 1/e2 gaussian diameter. The pump beam was split into two beams which

then interfered in the SF6 cell. Interference of the pump beams could be

verified by replacing the cell with a fluorescent image plate. The probe beam
was directed through the interference region in the cell at the calculated Bragg

angle. Diffraction of the probe beam was not observed, even using a sensitive,

cooled HgCdTe detector at the position expected for first order diffraction.

Ot Interaction of the pump and probe beams was observed, however. Removal of

either pump or probe radiation resulted in decreased transmission of the remain-

ing beam; this was true for various combinations of pump and probe intensities

and SF6 pressure. No buffer gas was used. All results were explainable in

* terms of bleaching effects. The experiments did verify some of the problems

attendant with using cw CO2 radiation, and with using closely spaced CO2

wavelengths.

2.4.2 Design of experimental apparatus

When the decision was made to pump (create the grating) with radiation from

a tetrafluoromethane (CF4 ) laser in SF6 , it became necessary to create a CF4

laser system. The objective was to use the CF4 P(31) line at 615.1 cm- I

(16.26pm) to pump nearly resonant with the SF6 Q-branch absorption which has its

absorption edgel0 at 615.025 cm- 1. The desired output from the CF4 laser is

conveniently achieved by optical pumping with the 9R(12) line at 1073.278 cm- 1

L. (9.317pm) from a CO2 laser. 1 1- 13 The CF4 laser may be line tuned by changing the

pump line wavelength; the desired pump/output pair happens to have a high

relative efficiency.

In order to optimize the peak power available from an optically pumped CF4

laser, a CO2 TEA laser is commonly used as the pump. The TEA laser available

for this experiment is capable of single line, multimode output of above 0.5J in

a pulse of 40-50ns FWHM. But the output line of a TEA laser has a broad

frequency spread because of its high pressure operation, whereas the gain cell

of a CF4 laser is typically operated at low pressure (- a few Torr) producing a

b narrow absorption line. The mismatch of pump and absorption line widths leads

-Il-i
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to inefficient energy conversion unless steps are taken to improve the width

match. The preferred solution is one of narrowing the TEA laser line width by

locking the output to resonant radiation already of narrow width. This may be

done by including a low pressure gain cell within the TEA laser resonant cavity.

Two low pressure gain cells have been constructed for the purpose of CO2

TEA laser line narrowing. These tubes were of the conventional pyrex construc-

tion for slow axially flowing gas mixtures (a schematic including plumbing and

power connections is shown in Figure 2.4.1). O-ring sealed mounts for ZnSe

Brewster windows fit on each end. Unfortunately, the CF4 laser literature is

sufficiently muddy that not all the necessary important characteristics are

obvious.

The first tube was made short, with an effective gain length of about 26 cm.

The short length allowed the gain tube to be mounted rigidly onto an extension

of the TEA laser frame, which also held the line-selecting grating/high

reflector. This action had bad consequences. It was necessary to increase the

reflectance of the gain/TEA laser output coupler from 0.36 to -0.75 in order for

the low pressure gain cell to be above lasing threshold independently oF the TEA

gain region. The presence of radiation with the already narrow emission li:

width from the low pressure gain cell was essential to effectively narrow the

pulsed output from the TEA laser; this was apparent from the substantial

differences in 16pm energy available when the low pressure gain cell was lasing S

and when it was not lasing. The result of the higher reflectance output coupler
, was higher circulating intracavity power which damaged two gratings, one a

master grating on stainless steel which was supposed to withstand such power.

>Reduction of intracavity power was accomplished by returning to the R=0.36

output coupler and increasing the gain length of the low pressure cell to ~90cm,

thereby allowing the low pressure cell to lase with the lower reflectance output

coupler. However, this required mounting the low pressure cell and grating

independently from the TEA frame, leading to undesirable long term mechanical

and thermal drifts.

The inner diameter of the low pressure gain cell was chosen at a minimum

value to optimize gain and restrict higher order transverse modes, but large

-12-
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enough to pass the TEMoo mode with low diffraction loss. The TEA gain region

has large cross section compared to the low pressure gain cell. Adjustable

apertures were placed immediately in front ot the cavity mirrors to aid in

restricting transverse mode output to TEMoo. The output coupler mirror was

mounted on a piezoelectric translator which was used manually to tune cavity

length over a 6pm range. The parameters of the TEA laser-low pressure gain cell

cavity are given in Table 2.4.1.

VThe choice of inner diameter of the CF4 gain tube was also a compromise.

This dimension was large enough to pass the axially directed pump radiation and

TEMoo 16pm output without diffraction loss but small enough so that off-the-

shelf CdTe slabs could be used as Brewster windows. The Brewster window mounts

were standard design, essentially identical with those on the CO2 low pressure

gain cell. A schematic of the CF4 laser plumbing is shown in Figure 2.4.2.

Since optically pumped CF4 laser operation is most efficient when the CF4

is held at temperatures below 200K, the gain tube was provided with an insulated

jacket to allow circulation of liquid nitrogen. We achieved optimum operation

when the measured outer cell wall temperature was about 160-165K. Figure 2.4.3

shows the percentage of pump radiation absorbed at various pressures of CF4.

The addition of helium as a buffer gas increased the absorption as shown, but

also reduced the 16.26pm output; all subsequent operation of the 16Pm laser was

with pure CF4 gas. Maximum output energy for the 122cm long tube occurred at

3-5 Torr indicated CF4 pressure. The characteristics of the CF4 laser are given

in Table 2.4.2.

The geometry, separation, and wavelengths of the TEA/gain cell combination

and the CF4 laser were such that the size of the spreading TEMoo mode from the

TEA laser just matched the CF4 TEMoo mode size at the CF4 back mirror/input

coupler, providing a natural aperture at the back end of the CF4 laser. At the

CF4 output coupler the pump mode was larger than the CF4 mode; an aperture of

the appropriate size placed at the output coupler helped restrict the CF4 mode

to TEMoo. Very little output power was lost, and the CF4 output seemed to

.: ~, stabilize after insertion of the aperture.

i

tV
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TABLE 2.4.1 Modified CO2 TEA Laser Cavity

Mirror separation - 251 cm

Back mirror - flat grating, 150 lines/mm, 36o52 ' blaze angle

Output coupler - concave, radius of curvature = 10m

- reflectance = 0.36

Low pressure gain cell - 1.36 cm i.d.

- 90 cm gain length

TABLE 2.4.2 CF4 Laser

Mirror separation = 152 cm

Back mirror/pump coupler - flat

- at 9 .52pm, transmittance = 0.95

- at 16.26pm, reflectance 0.82,

transmittance = 0.005

Output coupler - concave, radius of curvature = 10m

- at 16.26pm, reflectance = 0.63, transmittance = 0.26
- at 9.3211m, reflectance = 0.995

*

Gain cell - 1.91 cm inner diameter

4'

-122 cm gain lengthI

II



Temperature

LN 2 -4.

exhus

.Pr, Vacuum

gauge Vacuum

Figure 2.4.2 CF 4laser plumbing (schematic).. The 1mm

limiting orifice prevents liquid nitrogen
from contacting the walls of the CF 4tube.
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Although only a small percentage of the 9.32pm pump radiation came through

the 16pm output coupler, the amount was comparable to the desired output

radiation. Therefore another 150 line/mm grating blazed for CO 2 line operation 0

was used '-o separate the 9.32pm light from 16.26pm by (nearly) retroreflecting

the 9.32pm component while the 16.26pm radiation was simply specularly reflected.

Beyond the grating, leakage of 911m in the 16pm was insignificant. The highest

pure 16.2611m output observed so far has been ~700pJ.

The laser that provided 10.55pm probe radiation was a low pressure, flowing

gas commercial unit capable of about 25W cw TEMoo. A grating provided line

tunability. The laser could be converted to pulsed operation by inserting a 0

spinning mirror Q-switch (available from the manufacturer) or by pulsing the

power supply. The Q-switch was tried first, but even at TEMoo operation, the

laser invariably lased on two or three CO2 vibrational/rotational lines; its use

was therefore not suitable. Subsequently pulsed power supply operation was

used; its characteristics will be discussed later in this report.

Again, the ge..metry of the overall experiment gave similar beam sizes of

*the 16.26pm pump and lO.55pm probe beams in the interaction region of the SF6

cell. At the SF6 cell, the gaussian 1/e2 diameter of the pump beam was

calculated to be 1.16 cm; that of the probe beam, 1.23 cm.

Potassium bromide (KBr) windows were substituted onto the SF6 cell for the

ZnSe windows previously used. The cell windows are left uncoated because of the

various wavelengths and angles that-may be used; KBr has a low index of refrac-

tion and wide transmission range, thus reducing although not eliminating

reflection losses. Since KBr is mildly hygroscopic, the cell is normally heated

J (to about 35-400 C) during exposure to the atmosphere, and kept in a vacuum

dessicator when not in use. Figure 2.4.4 shows the SF6 cell plumbing.

The SF6 cell is mounted in a rotational mount which has a vernier scale; a

HeNe laser defines a reference direction; this combination allows pump and probe

beam entrance angles to be set to within 0.1 degree.

A schematic drawing of the setup for beam combining is shown in Figure

2.4.5; this drawing is roughly to scale. We note here that the input and output

II I I ris11 111
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Legend for Figure 2.4.5

1. CO2 probe laser
2. Low pressure CO2 gain cell
3. CO2 TEA laser
4. CF4 laser
5. HeNe power supply
6. HeNe laser - CF4 /TEA alignment; uses two mirrors (not shown)
7. Vacuum gauge for gain cell
8. Power meter readout

8A. Power meter head
9. Spectrum analyzer - CO2 lines (pump)

10. Pyroelectric detector - 9.3p pulse monitor

11. Power meter readout
11A. Power meter head
12. HeNe power supply
13. HeNe laser - SF6 cell centerline
14. Spectrum analyzer - CO2 lines (probe)
15. Temperature controller - CF4 tube
16. Temperature readout - CF4 tube
17. Vacuum gauge - CF4 tube

18. Vacuum gauge - SF6 cell
19. 10.55p detector - HgCdTe
20. I0.55p detector - HgCdTe
21. Radiometer readout
22. Radiometer head - 16pm

23. Beam splitter - TEA to power meter
24. Beam splitter - TEA to pyroelectric detector
25. Turning mirror

26. Aperture
27. Beam raiser/9.3p leakage rejection grating - 2cm height change
28. Turning mirror
29. Turning mirror
30. Beam splitter
31. Turning mirror
32. Beam splitter

33. Turning mirror
34. Turning mirror
35. Turning mirror

36. Turning mirror
37. SF6 cell
Al, A2, A3 - apertures
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couplers for the CF4 laser, and the 450 50/50 16pm beam splitter were designed

and fabricated at LTV for this program. Photographs of the apparatus, taken

from various angles, are shown in Figures 2.4.6 - 2.4.11.

J.. 2.4.3 Experimental results

A two step overall approach was taken to reach the goal of demonstrating

beam combining. The first step was to demonstrate that 16.26pm pump radiation

* could write into SF6 a grating that would diffract a single 10.5511m probe beam.

Once the grating had been demonstrated, it was intended to further characterize

the grating with a single probe beam by varying SF6 pressure and pump inten-

sity, and then checking the effect, if any, of varying the probe beam intensity.

Having done grating characterization, the second step would be to examine beam

combining, to explore the relation between pump and probe intensities and

powers, to begin to push toward high probe intensities.

After assembling the apparatus, a rough cut first experiment was done to
demonstrate the presence of a grating. SF6 pressure was set at 0.1 Torr and

helium was added so that total pressure in the cell was -18 Torr. A single

* cooled HgCdTe detector looked at the zero order, or direct transmitted probe

pulse. No reduction of the zero order was observed during the time the pump

pulse was on; that is, no grating was observed.!I
Before the second trial, the general alignment of the experiment was

improved, and a second cooled HgCdTe detector was placed to look at the first

diffracted order of the probe beam. The probe beam width and the acceptance

aperture of this detector should have accommodated small errors in positioning,

and small changes in position of the pump beam. The pump/probe pulse timing was

reset so that the pump pulse (50ns FWHM) appeared 5-811s after initiation of the

probe pulse (~75ps FWHM). The output of both zero and first order detectors

were examined during the pump pulse; again, no diffraction was observed for

variation of the SF6 pressure from I to 9 Torr, with total cell pressure set at

-16 Torr (the balance was again helium). At each pressure, the pump angle was

swept in small steps through an angle -0.73* around the calculated Bragg angle

because of the predicted sensitivity to the setting of the Bragg angle.
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At this point a first hand examination of some of the absorption data used

in the theory seemed to be in order. The 10.55im absorption in pure SF6 was

checked first. Since the apparatus was set up for calculated Bragg angle

incidence, the path length through the SF6 was ~1.57/cos 190 = 1.66 cm. The

data taken is shown as "first" in Figure 2.4.12. The measured absorption

coefficient was 0.16 cm-1 Torr - l for low pressure (<1.6 Torr); the value used in

Section 2.2 is 0.4 cm-1 Torr-1 .

We next measured 16.26pm absorption; data for pure SF6 is given in Figure

2.4.13. The data presented in this and subsequent absorption plots was not

normalized (thus the arbitrary ordinate scale); what is plotted for the ordinate

variable is a ratio of detector readings, (transmitted sample)/(incident sample).

The multimode data appears to be a gentle curve, the single mode data seems to

have two slopes, with a break near 12 Torr SF6 pressure. The absorption below

* 12 Torr is 0.049 cm- 1 Torr-1 ; above 12 Torr, 0.072 cm-1 Torr - 1. The absorption

path was 1.81 cm since the angle of incidence was 30°  The break in the

absorptance at 12 Torr is not understood at this time.

b Data for absorption of 16.2611m radiation in SF6 in the presence of helium

is shown in Figure 2.4.14. For each data point, the pressure was set by

evacuating the cell, admitting SF6 to its desired pressure, then filling with

helium to a total pressure of 18 Torr. Although the data is somewhat scattered

(as evidenced by the zero pressure data points), there appears to be only a very

slow decrease in transmission until SF6 pressure is above ~15 Torr, where

substantial absorption takes hold. In a variation of the procedure just

described, SF6 pressure was varied again from 0 to 17 Torr, but this time helium

4was added to give a total pressure -250 Torr. In the latter experiment, within

P6. the data scatter, no 16.26pm absorptance at all was observed; transmission of

16.26pm through the cell with 250 Torr of helium (with or without SF6) was

identical to transmission of an empty cell!

A further experiment was run to check the previous surprising result. SF6

pressure was set at 7.5 Torr and varying amounts of helium were added; the data

are given in Figure 2.4.15. SF6 at 7.5 Torr (for our absorptance path) without

4 any helium absorbs about half of the incident 16.26pm radiation (compare with

Figure 2.4.11), while addition of helium reduces the 16.2611m absorption. The
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break seems to occur at about 2-3 Torr, and this agrees well with the data of

Figure 2.4.12, in which substantial 16.26 m absorption occurs only when helium

pressure has been reduced to less than 2-3 Torr of the total pressure. Thus we

see that addition of small amounts of helium into SF6 gas renders SF6 partially

to totally transparent to 16.26pm radiation!

For the moment allowing the reasons for the SF6 /He interaction to go

unquestioned, we returned our attention to grating demonstration. Absorption

data for l0.55,pm in SF6 without helium was rerun to try to find a compromise

value of pressure at which there would be some absorption at both 10.55 and

16.26pm, but enough transmission at 10.551pm to have a chance to see diffracted

radiation. Here the data marked "second" in Figure 2.4.10 was taken. A

pressure of 5.5 Torr SF6 was selected; of course no helium would be added.

One further refinement was added to the apparatus: a differential micro-
meter was placed on the mirror mount controlling the angle of incidence of the

probe beam to the sample cell. The coarse scale allows a finer step than

previously available for sweeping through the Bragg angle, and the fine scale

* would allow adjustments less than +0.010 should a grating be observed.

The search-for-grating experiment was rerun as described above. The probe

angle of incidence was moved in small steps such that the half power points of

the probe beam were not allowed to go outside the half strength points of the

grating. The angle was reset three times to give a total range of swept

incident angle of 1.40. Once again, no energy was observed at the first order

position.

What was observed during the search-for-grating experiment at 5.5 Torr SF6

pressure was a change in the shape of the 10.5511m pulse after passage through

the SF6 cell, a change that had not been seen at lower operating pressure. This

observation prompted a closer look at 10.551pm transmission through SF6 . The

following data were obtained by sampling the incident and transmitted beam

signals with a fast digitizing oscilloscope and displaying the digitized signals

after capture on an X-Y pen printer. The "incident" detector views a portion of
0 the incident beam (from a beam splitter) through an integrating sphere. The

"transmitted" detector views the beam transmitted through the SF6 cell through a
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CaF 2 attenuator where appropriate; since we were interested in shape of pulse

and time relationships, no attempt was made to determine absolute intensities.

Pulse transmission data taken at 2 Torr SF6 pressure are shown in Figures

2.4.16 and 2.4.17. These are characteristic of data taken at this or lower

pressure, or with no cell. It is seen that the FWHM of the main part of the

power-supply-switched pulse is about lO0s. Apparently the spike at the front

edge is a gain-switched Q-pulse; its FWHM on the 5ps/div trace is measured at

579 ns for either incident or transmitted signal. Also, the peak-to-valley

ratio for the valley immediately following the Q-pulse is the same (4.66) for

both incident and transmitted signal. That is to say, for SF6 pressures 2 Torr

or below, 10.55pm radiation of the intensity available to us is transmitted

through SF6 with pulse shape basically unchanged. The transmitted pulse some-

times shows high frequency modulation not seen on the incident pulse. We have

not yet determined the source of this modulation; possible candidates include
longitudinal mode competition in the laser (masked from the sampled incident

beam by the integrating sphere), etalon effects in the cell, or ringing in the

electronics. 5.

10.55pm pulse transmission through SF6 taken at pressures above about 4

Torr are shown in Figures 2.4.18 - 2.4.24. The outstanding feature of this data

is the apparent delay of the pulse transmission. From the data shown, delays of
20-30ps can occur. In some cases, the transmission responds in steps (Figures 0

2.4.20 and 2.4.22); the first Q-pulse is transmitted, but the SF6 responds again

to a minor spike in the incident pulse, as if overcoming a threshold effect.

Sulfur hexafluoride, of course, is known to interact strongly with C02

laser radiation. It was one of the first materials to be used as a saturable

absorber passive Q-switch for the C02 laser. 14  Furthermore, self induced trans-

parency, which occurs as a result of the coherent coupling of a laser beam with

an absorbing system, also affects the passage of CO2 laser radiation through

SF6 .15,
16

The question immediately arises as to whether similar effects take place

when a 16.26pm pulse is incident on SF6 . With the detectors on hand for 16.26pm

at the time (pyroelectric energy meters), it was not possible to investigate

%J 16.26pm transient behavior.
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An experiment was run to determine whether or not the presence of 10.55pm

radiation in SF6 had an effect on the absorption of 16.26pm. Data was taken up

to 4 Torr SF6 pressure, again using the energy meter to detect the 16.26pm. No

effect of 10.55pm on 16.26pm absorption was seen.

*2.5 Task 5 - Design for scaled-up testing

Because of difficulties encountered in Task 4 in demonstrating the grating,

* we were not in a position to specify the nonlinear medium nor to begin design

for scaled-up testing. Therefore no effort was expended on this task. 0
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3.0 SUMMARY

Three potential candidates have been identified for the nonlinear medium to

be used in beam combining by near-resonance nonlinear dispersion: 1,1,1 - tri-

fluoroethane (H3 CCF 3 ) and methyl fluoride (CH3 F), which would interact with HF

and CO2 lasers, and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6 ), which can interact with two CO2

beams, or with a CO2 beam and a 16.26,pm beam from a CF4 laser. Of these, SF6I F 6

was selected, primarily because its properties are relatively well known. A

computer program which evaluates dispersion relations for a three level system

was modified to include dependence on a spatially varying incident radiation

nfield. The necessary spectroscopic data and anharmonicity constants for SF6

. were input to the code and coupled with the spatial amplitude dependence of the

,% incident 16.26pm (pump) field. The output was an index-of-refraction map as

% seen by the probe field. Examples of a single grating cycle as calculated by

* the code are shown in references 17 and 18, which are reproduced here as

appendices, since that work is part of the contract effort.

The probe beam interaction with the grating has been modeled using coupled

B wave theory for each of the orthogonal incident linear polarizations, E-mode and

H-mode. Gratings have been designed which will combine more than two beams. but

the simplest possible system, a sinusoidal grating created by two pump beams for

combining two probe beams, was chosen to demonstrate proof-of-principle.

I. Computer codes were written for single probe beam diffraction by the grating,

and for two beam combination by the grating. The latter programs allow for

. " -i variations in the relative phases of the beams to be combined, and variation of

the incident angle for either one of the incident beams. Diffraction and

* combination efficiencies are very sensitive to deviations from the Bragg angle,

4 as expected for thick gratings. Combination efficiency varies only slowly with

relative phase differences in the incident beams.

The analysis used so far for beam interactions is modeled on uniform

i' .%amplitude plane waves of infinite extent. This simple model is excellent for

understanding the physical effects occurring and for the initial work in grating

* ;.~design; clearly, an experimental system is less simple. Plane waves with

gaussian amplitude profiles are more realistic. Saturation effects may also

create nonsinusoidal gratings.
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An experimental setup has been assembled for proof-of-principle demon-

stration. A CF4 laser was built which can provide two beams of 16.26pm

radiation of up to ~75pJ each at the interaction cell.

Experimental data were acquired for the transmission of 10.55pm pulses of

~100s duration, -100W peak power, through a 1.66cm thickness of pure SF6 . The

measured absorption coefficient at pressures of 2 Torr or below gave reasonable

agreement with previously published values. Above -4 Torr SF6 pressure, delays

r. of the transmitted pulses of up to 3011s were observed, along with changes in

Y' pulse shape. At pressures near 8-10 Torr, suppression of a leading Q-switched

pulse was also observed.

Measurements were made on the transmission of 16.26pm energy through a

1.81cm path in SF6 . Absorption coefficients in pure SF6 appear to have reason-

able values. Addition of helium as a buffer gas tends to suppress absorption of

16.26pm in SF6 . For helium partial pressures above 2-3 Torr, absorption of

16.26pm in SF6 essentially disappears.

U Attempts were made to demonstrate the presence of a grating in SF6 created

by 16.26pm beams. The diagnostic technique used was to seek the expoected

diffraction of a l0.55,pm probe beam. The zero order was monitored for a

decrease in power, and we sought to detect power diffracted into the first order.

Experiments which were run with substantial partial pressures of helium buffer

gas before the effect of helium was uncovered gave null results; no diffraction

was observed.

Preliminary experiments run with pure unbuffered SF6 also did not demon-

strate a grating. An experiment was run to investigate the effect of the

presence of l0.551im on 16.2611m absorption; no effect was seen.

We have answered many questions but there are obviously some unanswered

questions, as one would expect. At this point we do not feel that we have

obtained any results that negate the ultimate potential of this approach but

7a e rather they are the usual problems one expects to encounter in a new area of

science. The next section discusses our recommended approach to future efforts

based on past progress and what we have learned.
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4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

0Some interesting technical questions have emerged in the performance on

this contract. They lead naturally to the suggestions made here.#1

The most surprising result of the work was the suppression of 16.26pm

U absorption in SF6 by the addition of small amounts of helium buffer gas. The

cause of this effect is not obvious. Possible explanations include shift of the

Q-branch absorption edge away from the 16.26pm laser frequency, or a dramatic

reduction of the effective lifetime of the absorbing energy level, each due to

the addition of helium. The latter explanation seems unlikely; although

addition of helium does speed up molecular energy level relaxation rates, the

time scales are on the order of 10-100ps, while the 16.26pm pulse width will be

' \in the order of the pumping CO2 TEA pulse, which has a ~50ns FWHM.

Careful examination of 16.26pm absorption effects in SF6 with fast

detectors which can follow evolution of the pulses is in order. Measurements

should be made in unbuffered SF6 over a pressure range broad enough to determine

if the effects seen with 10.55pm are observed with 16.261im. Furthermore, since

an original premise of this work was to operate in a collision-dominated regime,

" .it is equally important to determine the effects of buffer gas addition. The

effect of helium addition should be reexamined while using the fast detectors.

We further recommend addition of argon and xenon as buffer gases to help sort

out collisional effects; the molecular weight of argon (40) is ten times larger

than He, while the weight of Xe (131) is close to that of SF6 (146).

0 . Another unanswered question is whether or not the interaction of 10.5511m

.. radiation with SF6 affects the absorption/interaction of 16.26pm. This know-

ledge is important in the long run as well as the short. The single experiment

Nrun to investigate this question did not have the fast 16pm detectors available,

* and therefore should be rerun carefully under various conditions of SF6

q .*: pressure, 16.26pm beam intensity, 10.55,pm beam intensity, absence or presence of

buffer gas, and buffer gas species, as above.

The spatial and temporal purity of both the pump and probe fields are

certain to be important factors in the successful performance of experiments
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involved with gratings. Spatially, plane waves of finite extent and gaussian

transverse profile are the best that can be expected. Although TEMoo laser

beams can be expanded to reduce transverse amplitude variation and approach

uniform amplitude, the trade-off is lower intensity. Deviations from temporal

purity, especially in the pump beams which create the grating, can be

devastating. Longitudinal mode competition in the pump laser would produce a

band of frequencies (and therefore wavelengths) in the pump beams which could

conceivably wash out the grating. A spread of wavelengths in the probe beam

would compromise the interpretation of diffraction efficiency , and could be

expected to seriously affect the ability to combine beams. Therefore, for the

production and identification of the grating, it is imperative to achieve the

best possible single frequency TEMoo modes for both pump and probe fields. Once

the presence of a grating has been demonstrated, experiments can proceed to

determine quantitatively what are the effects of deviation from optimum

conditions.

-Performance of the suggested tasks will help establish the degree of

viability for the use of near-resonance nonlinear dispersion in SF6 as a

mechanism for beam combining. Should the interaction of 16.2611m and l0.55pm

radiation fields in SF6 not prove suitable for this application, near-resonance

nonlinear dispersion is not ruled out, but its attractiveness would be

diminished. Thus it would be important to distinguish between the basic

phenomenon and the specific system used to investigate it, if this is possible.

Doing the recommended experimental tasks with the associated theoretical

effort is certain to generate new scientific results, because this is uncharted

I territory.

-, "i
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Beam combining in a gas via nonlinear, diffractive optics
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refactonin a cletoofhreevlsystems, hsmdlto causes th ohrn

' ABSTRACT

Near-resonance nonlinear dispersion is used to create a periodically modulated index of
S refractio n thcollection of three level Inorer This modulation ths n s the coherent

combination of two incident probe beams into a single output beam.

1. INTRODUCTION

There has been recent interest in applications requiring lasers with intensities
k" greater than those currently available. In order to achieve these ends, it is necessary Z:

to combine several laser beams coherently into the desired beam of increased intensity. A
. simple manner in which this can be achieved is to couple the beams in a diffraction %

grating. Veldkamp, Leger, and Swanson have recently optimized a grating pattern using an
/ iterative computer program, then etched that pattern onto a thin quartz substrate,

subsequently denonstr~tini the coherent addition of as many as seven incident beams.
1- 3

Rockni and Fiusberg discuss the possibility of using near-resonance nonlinear dispersion
in a collisionally dominated gas for laser controlled optics including the creation of

,,- gratings. 4 ,5 This involves using one of the transitions in a three level system to
modulate the index of refraction for radiation nearly resonant with the other transition
in a non-reciprocal manner. The importance of this result is that it is possible for a
few pump beams to control stronger probe beams in a gaseous medium. A nonpertubative
method of calculating the complex index of refraction has ueen developed for just such a
system of three level atoms or molecules by Adams, Cantrell, and Louisell. 6

One must carefully distinguish the non-reciprocal interaction of two beams under
' * collision-dominated conditions, as discussed here and in [4], from four-wave mixing. In
• ,j particular, the Manley-Rowe relations do not apply to an open system such as we consider.

The efficiency of our beam combining scheme depends on the losses experienced by both the
pump and probe beams, as well as on weak effects of the probe on the pump.

U. We show that it is possible to use near-resonance nonlinear dispersion to combine two
input probe beams. Choosing for our medium SF 6 since its pro erties are reasonably w.ell
known, we'create a grating to control radiation near 945 cm- with CF 4 laser radiation
nearly resonanit with the u4 mode of SF6 at 615 cm -1 . The grating is designed such that
all propagating orders have roughly equal intensities while all higher order waves are
evanescent. We then solve the coupled equations (derived from the Helmholtz wave
equation) necessary to find the transmission coefficients in a diffraction geometry.8,9
The combining geometry is obtained from the dliffraction geometry by reversing the

* direction of propagation for all of the probe waves, i.e. changing z into -z in the
. coupled wave equations.

Our method for beam ccmbining utilizes a gaseous medium; thus the grating boundaries
will be determined by the region of overlap between the pump laser beams which create the
gratings, or by the walls of the cell containing the gas, as opposed to solid etched
boundary. The grating will therefore consist of a spatial modulation of the complex index
of refraction (or equivalently, the complex dielectric constant) of the medium. We
treat the problem by considering low intensity plane waves propagating through an
absorbing medium in a steady state that is independent of the intensities of the laser
beams. This is the generalized coupled wave approach which allows for periodic index
variations, and which also treats transverse electric (TE) or transverse magnetic (TM)

S polarization. It is summarized by Gaylord et. al. 8 , 9

2. THEORY

A simple manner in which to approach this problem is to consider tho diffraction of a
* single beam by a grting, then realize that one obtains the solution to the beam combina-

tion problem by chang'ng z to -z in the resulting coupled equations. Given a single
incident beam, we desire to produce a series of output beams with roughly equal
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intensities while forcing all other output orders to be evanescent. Since we are working
with a gaseous medium, we are necessarily in the thick grating regime. This complicates
the analysis somewhat unless we consider a grating created by two pump beams.

We begin with the scalar Helmholtz equations for TE mode polarization and TM mode
polarization, then expand the field variables in homogeneous plane waves using the vector
Floquet condition. The dielectric constant is expanded in a complex Fourier series.
These expansions are then substituted back into the Helmholtz equations producing the
sets of coupled linear differential equations with constant coefficients: for the TE
mode,

Sd 2 S. .2 F(co)1/2 cos _ jcoso dS (Co)1/. A2  
j)

_id2 i __(_oi/2 COS __-__ d~ + i (o+2j (m-j) +
2v2 dz 2  U A dz 2-aX A2 j

+ 2 SJ-n En + Sj+n E-n = 0 (1)

X2 n=lIS

b and for the TM mode,

id
2 Ui _.2 (E,))

1
/

2 coso j jcoso dU A 2j (m-____

i~ + n2O) 1/2 UC~ + (gU i8 jnsnS2 dz2 -A Jdz L2o

-2 n 2 [2__nn U n [ sine (Eo )/2 sin - (j-n)sin

+ cso Co)/2cosO (j-n)cosQoj

+cos (EO)I/2 coso 0.-iJ] +

+icoso (En dU-n _ £-n dU+n. + k2(EnUj-n+E-nUj+n)} = 0 (2)U6

where 9 is the angle of incidence, 0 is the angle the grating vector makes with tne inward
pointing normal to the surface, X is the wavelength of the incident radiation, is the
absorption, A is the grating period, Eo is the unmodulated dielectric constant, and m is
the Bragg number defined as

M=2A(Eo)i/2 Cos(8# (3)

An illustration of this system is shown in Figure 1. Any arbitrary polarization can then
S be written in terms of its TE and TM components.

If we were to consider gratings created by more than two pump beams, the equations that
*result from the coupled wave approach will have Fourier components for the modulation of

the dielectric constant which depend on spatial position. The resulting equations will
.0, then have nonconstant coefficient equations. Since the analysis must be valid for the

thick grating regime and since an eigenvector/eigenvalue solution seems to be the most
expedient one for solving constant coefficient equations, we have chosen for purposes of
this paper to exclude gratings formed by more than two pump beams. Furthermore, two pump
beams can create only a sinusoidal modulation in the intensity regime of interest and
,inusoidal grating profile can effectively couple only the 0 order and the +1 order beams

*' for weakly modulated gratings. Hence, we consider also only two probe beams incident on
the grating.

In order to calculate the effect of one laser beam on the index of refraction
experienced by another we calculate the expectation value of the molecular dipole moment
<p> at the laser frequency of interest, and then apply the dilute-medium approximation to
calculate the induced dipole moment per unit volume as P=N<p> (where N is the number of
molecules per unit volume). If P is expressed as P=xE (where E is the amplitude of the

At ~p
-I.
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laser electric field) then the complex index of refraction, n, is n =(I+4vX)I/ 2 . We
calculate <p> using a density matrix evaluated in the steady-state approximation, in which
laser excitation is balanced by collisional damping. This approach has the advantage that
it includes saturation effects to all orders in all laser fields present. It can be

" shown4 that for collision dominated conditions, I I >g BI in the equations for the
nonlinear parts of the index of refraction

AnNL(w 2 )=011 Ell 2 (4)

AnNL(wl)=21 E21 2 (5)

The implication of this relation for beam combining is quite clear. Strong fields nearly
resonant with theI 1> - 12> transition will have only a small effect on the nonlinear
index of refraction for radiation at thel O> - I 1> transition. Hence, weak fields can be
used to establish a periodic modulation of the index of refraction for the 1> , I 2>
transition which acts to combine several strong laser fields into a single output field
while these strong fields have only a slight effect on the weak fields.

The model we currently use for SF6 is a simple, nondegenerate ladder with three energy
levels corresponding to the ground vibrational state and the v4 and v3+v 4 excited
vibrational states. This model was chosen because it is simple to implement numerically
and because it includes the essential phenomena of coherent driving, saturation, and

,o collisional damping. However, the model is too simple to include multiphoton absorption,
V , which is known to occur in SF 6 and all other polyatomic molecules subjected to nearly

resonant infrared excitation. Our current model also does not include vibrational
degeneracy or molecular rotation, which creates many vibration-rotation levels in place of
a single vibrational level.

The design of a grating suitable for combining N beams of roughly equal intensity in a
thick grating is a considerable challenge. We can get some idea as to the complexity of

* i the problem by examining the reverse situation: a single beam passing through a
diffraction grating producing many output beams. The number of emergent beams depends on
the ratio of the grating period to the wavelength of the incident radiation. If the
grating period is less than the incident wavelength, the incident beam will only be
absorbed by the gas. As the grating period is increased beyond the wavelength of
radiation, more than one output beam is allowed by the Bragg condition. Optimally, oneW would like to combine only as many beams as are dllowed by the Bragg condition. In other
words, all orders not used in the combining scheme must be evanescent. This restriction
can be relaxed somewhat by allowing higher orders which are not evanescent but which carry
negligible amounts of the energy.

More complexity exists when more than two pump beams create the grating. Specifi-
cally, for every pair of pump beams there exists one grating. For example, five pump

I beams will produce ten gratings. However, many of these gratings may contribute only to
output noise if the proper grating profile is not carefully established. Also, as
mentioned earlier, any number of pump beams greater than two will necessarily produce
modulations in the direction of propagation. This renders solution of the equations by

-. eigenvector-eigenvalue techniques ineffective since a new solution must be obtained at
- each z plane. With proper consideration, such complexity can be used to our advantage.

It is evident that grating design is not a simple process and is an integral part of
the analysis, even in determining which method of solution is appropriate for the derived
equations. Furthermore, the grating design must be technically feasible. At present,
this means choosing simple grating profiles.

3. RESULTS

The energy-level diagram of a model of SF 6 is shown in Figure 2. The absorption
.': coefficient for radiation at frequency 945 cm -1 is 0.4 cm -1 Torr -1 . Two beams of

* frequency 614.7 cm -1 , detuned by 0.3 cm -1 , incident on the gas cell at angles +300 with
- respect to the normal to the gas cell create a modulation of the index of refraction with

period A=16.26vm. This is the system from which all calculations are made and is
, illustrated in Figure 1. The modulation profile, a single period of which is shown in

Figure 3, serves to combine two probe beams with frequency 944.7 cm - 1 incident at the 0
and +1 Bragg orders into the single desired output beam. Since the modulation of the

,- imaginary part of the index of refraction is four orders of magnitude less than the
'. modulation of the real part, it was neglected. Figures 4 and 5 show the resulting output

* beam as a function of the ratio of the thickness of the grating to the grating period,
D/A, when the incident beams have a 00 and 1800 relative phase difference, respectively.
Notice that in Figure o the output direction is now that of the +1 order beam instead of
the 0 order beam. This can be easily establislcd by reference to the principle of linear
superposition. Any beam can be considered to have a part in phase with other beam and a

6V V
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-" part out of phase by v/2. The parts in phase coherently add in the gas while the parts
." our of phase pass through unaltered. We find that for phase difference satisfying O<<i,/2

there is still good beam combination, for phase differences Aoz~i/2 there is no
interaction between the beams, and for phase differences Aozi the output order changes

. completely. We also find that the propagation distance for optimal combination can be
altered significantly by changing the pump field strengths or the partial pressure of the
active gas. Figure 6 shows the magnitude of the modulated index of refraction when either
the field strengths of the pump beams are increased in the unsaturated gas or the partial
pressure of SF 6 has been doubled. Figures 7 and 8 show the resulting output beams. The
optimal propagaLion length now occurs at half the distance compared to the case depicted
in FiguLes 4 and 5. Hence it is possible to tune the grating cell for maximum combination
by altering the grating thickness or by altering the partial pressure of the active gas.

4. EXPERIMENT

A schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 9. The illustration shown
assumes that SF 6 is in the sample cell, but there are some general comments that can be
made for arbitrary pump, probe, and sample combinations.

The beam splitter-detector combination immediately beyond the output mirror of each
laser samples the output pulse of its related laser. Calibration of the beam splitter and

S detector in each case then gives a time sample of the laser power.

The mirror MS in Figure 9 can be placed in one of the two positions shown so that the
spectrum analyzer can sample either the probe beam, or the beam which is used to optically
pump the pump laser. If it is desired to use the spectrum analyzer, the appropriate
detector must be moved out of the relevant beam line.

The second of the beam splitters beyond the pump and probe lasers provides the
amplitude separation of each beam which is needed so that two (or more) pump be, ms may

" , create a grating in the sample cell, and two (or more) probe beams may be combined.
Calibration of the beam splitter-mirror-sample cell window-detector trains are necessary
in each case so that quantitative statements may be made about sample transmission. The
angles of incidence for the pump and probe beams are chosen by predictions from theory.
All calibrations are made after satisfactory alignment of the apparatus.

In the simplest case in which a grating is created by two pump beams, the grating
spacing is determined by the angle between the pump beams. Any grating may be examined by

w a single probe beam by blocking all other probe beams. A probe beam angle may be changed
by translating and rotating one or more mirrors as needed. The phase of one probe beam
with respect to another may be varied by translating one mirror in a direction normal to
its surface by fractions of a wavelength. In order to maintain coherence between any two
beams, it is convenient to make their optical paths roughly the same. The additional

I necessity of keeping track of timing sequences also lends importance to equalizing optical
paths. This will be especially true when a delay is introduced into probe pulse inception
for the purposes of examining grating persistence and decay characteristics.

The detector (shown with integrating sphere) behind the sample cell looks at probe
., radiation transmitted through the sample. For a single probe beam, the detector can be
." moved to test for the presence or absence of various orders of diffracted radiation. In a

combining experiment it will be convenient to have two or more detectors in appropriate
locations.

*'. The output of each detector is routed to a fast transient digitizer, the output of
* which in turn goes to the microcomputer acting as a data collection and processing

station.

Several considerations must be taken into account in designing the sample cell. The
L£ "strength" of the grating depends on the amount of sample gas present and on the amplitude

of the pump beams forming the grating. For a given combination of these factors, there
will be an optimum thickness of the grating for diffracting one beam into N equal beams:, (and thus combining N beams into one). A task of experimental design is to arrive at a

,,%' workable combination of all the variables: the qas pressure, the pump beam intensity, the
cell thickness, and the beam diameter of the pump beams. The last must be large enough so
that the effective thickness of the grating is determined by the separation of the cell
windows, and not limited by the region of overlap of the pump beams. Thus it is clearly
seen that theory and experiment will influence each other strongly.

Selection of sample cell windows is also important. The ideal windows would transmit
all of the incident light of both pump and probe beams regardless of angle of incidence.
This is obviously impossible for any material. An uncoated low index material seems the[ best comprcmise, since reflections will be minimized, and there will be no coatings to be

-4 4 4* M * ' **
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angle sensitive. Potassium bromide is such a material; it has a wide transmission range
,* (0.25pm-40pm) and its index is roughly 1.6-1.45 over this range.

Grating thickness can be varied by changing the separation between windows, provided
the sample cell is made with this feature designed in, or grating strength can be varied
by changing the gas pressure or pump beams intensity.

5. SUMMARY

We have shown that it is possible to use near-resonance nonlinear dispersion in a
collection of three level systems to create a periodic modulation of the index of
refraction. The modulation, effectively a diffraction grating, serves to couple a desired
number of input beams into a single output beam. We explicitly demonstrate this for
combining two laser beams with output efficiencies as high as 90%, with most of that loss .
arising from absorption in the medium.
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4' , Figure 6. Similar to Figure 3 except
\ w'ith modulation twice as strong. This

increase in modulation could arise from
either an increase in the pump field3
strength if the strength is below the
saturation threshold, or from a doubling 2
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ABSTRACT

Near-resonance nonlinear dispersion is used to create a periodically
modulated index of refraction in a collection of three level systems, acting as
a grating for beam addition.
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Dispersion*

C. A. Glosson**, C. D. Cantrell**, Jay S. Chiviant and W. D. Cottent
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*There has been recent interest in optics applications where lasers with

intensities greater than those currently available are necessary. In order to

- achieve these ends, it is necessary to coherently combine several laser beams

7into the desired beam of increased intensity. A simple manner in which this can

be achieved is via coupling in a diffraction grating. Veldkamp, Leger, and

Swanson have recently optimized a grating pattern using an iterative computer

..P. program, then etched that pattern onto a thin quartz substrate, subsequently

. demonstrating coherent addition of as many as seven incident beams [1]. Rockni

and Flusberg discuss the possibility of using near-resonance nonlinear dis-

persion in a collisionally dominated gas for laser controlled optics including

the creation of gratings [2]. This involves using one of the transitions in a

three level system to modulate the index of refraction for radiation nearly
KI

resonant with the other transition in a non-reciprocal manner. The importance

0* of this result is that it is possible for a few pump beams to control several

stronger probe beams in a gaseous medium. A nonperturbative method of calcu-

LI
lating the complex index of refraction has been developed for just such a system

of three level atoms or molecules by Adams, Cantrell, and Louisell [3].

One must carefully distinguish the non-reciprocal interaction of two beams

* under collision dominated conditions, as discussed here and in [2], from four-

wave mixing. In particular, the Manley-Rowe relations do not apply to an open

*Supported by the Office of Naval Research with funding from SDIO/IST
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system such as we consider. The efficiency of our beam-combining scheme depends

on the losses experienced by both the pump and probe beams, as well as on weak

effects of the probe on the pump.

We show that it is possible to use near-resonance nonlinear dispersion to

combine two input probe beams. Choosing for our medium SF6 since its properties

are reasonably well known (4], we create a grating to control radiation near 950

cm- l with CF4 laser radiation nearly resonant with the V4 mode of SF6 at 615

cm- I . The grating is designed such that all propagating orders have roughly

equal intensities while all higher order waves are evanescent. We then solve

the coupled equations (derived from the Helmholtz wave equation) necessary to

find the transmission coefficients in a diffraction geometry [5]. The combining

geometry shown in Figure 1 is obtained from the diffraction geometry by revers-

ing the direction of propagation for all of the probe waves, i.e. changing z %-
N.

into -z in the coupled wave equations. Figure 2 shows the results of

I combination in a lossy medium.
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Figure Captions

% Figure 1 Geometry of a grating induced by two pump beams and the resulting combination of two

incident probe beams into one output beam.

ir ,Figure 2 This graph displays the transfer of energy from the +1 order beam (dashed line) to the 0 order

beam (solid line) for zero phase difference as a fraction of the total incident intensity. The results

" ~shown are for a medium of SF6 at a partial pressure of 0.1 torr, X=10.551tm, and grating period

, A=16.26l.tm.
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